
C O C O L O V E S

VYAYAMA
VYAYAMA focus on providing a 
natural alternative to synthetic
active wear, by the use of innovative 
botanical cellulose fabrics,
specializing in a TENCEL® compres-
sion fabric crafted from sustainably 
sourced eucalyptus. Pictured, the 
richly textural Shadow Print Legging.
Contact details:
n www.vyayama.com

 @Vyayama

BRIT-STITCH
Brit-Stitch bags and accessories are lov-
ingly made in Britain, using the finest 
leathers in a rainbow of colours and the 
chance to personalise every piece.
50 years of experience in the leather 
product industry, ensures that qual-
ity is at the heart of every Brit-Stitch 
product.

Contact details:
n www.brit-stitch.com 

 @Britstitchuk

ANA ENGELHORN
Ana Engelhorn Interior Design is a 
London based Interior Design company 
working globally with a Rough Luxe 
and Back to the Origins style.  Ana loves 
organic materials and doesn’t shy away 
from mixing new with old. 

Contact details:
n www.anaengelhorn.com

 @Anaengelhorn

COSMYDOR
Cosmydor is a Parisian cosmetics brand 
born in 1877, making Virtuous Cosmet-
ics - respecting your skin as much as the 
environment.
This strictly organic Petit Baume Rescue 
is ideal for all Adventurers with a skin 
tired or dried by exposure to the sun, 
cold, or wind.

LOAN SARA JEWERLY
Elegance, sophistication and a taste 
for innovation ... this is Swiss designer 
Loan Fandino’s sensibility. Essen-
tially avant-garde and creative, after 
several years teaching she decided to 
concentrate on what she always loved: 
creation, drawing and jewelry. 

Contact details:
n www.loansara.com

GREY AND RAY
Grey and Ray is a fun collection of kids 
apparel created by a love of surf, skate 
and California street style. 

Contact details:
n www.greyandray.com

 @Greyandray

RARE BY LIVKIN
Formulated to restore and brighten 
damaged, pigmented, dull or uneven 
skin, the Glacial Glow treatment mask 
is energetically charged with the es-
sence of Tourmaline, RARE mineral-
rich New Zealand Glacial Clay and 
Australian Pink Clay and is infused 
with ultra renewing Australian botani-
cal extracts.
Contact details:
n www.rarebylivkin.com

 @Rarebylivkin_skincare

BLACK HOUSE ACADEMY
Collections. Not seasons. Interests, 
ideas, and possibilities. Not trends.The 
Academy was sparked by enlightening 
conversations, resolute determination, 
and the notion that the status quo of 
an industry can be met with a new 
perspective and broadened pursuit.
Sui generis spirits engage.

Contact details:
n www.blackhouseacademy.com

 @Blackhouseacademy

M STREET STUDIO
M Street Studio jewelry is designed 
and made in Texas, creating an edgy 
blend of modern, retro, and femine. 
Featherweight acrylic accented by 
gold and rose gold- a perfect combi-
nation for work or play.

Contact details:
n www.mstreetstudio.com

 @Mstreetstudio

AMELIE PETRILLO
Do you believe in fairytales? Amelie 
Petrillo and her team do. They are 
crazy for colors and movement. Their 
glamour, unique and hand-crafted 
designs are pieces of art made from 
the best fabrics with opulent decora-
tions and aim only at making their 
clients feel like princess fairy.

Contact details:
n www.ameliepetrillo.com

 @Ameliepetrillo

HOUSEOFCOCO.NET

Contact details:
n www.cosmydor.paris

 @Cosmydor


